Abstract. Process fault diagnosis is a topic of significant practical interest. Bayesian fault diagnosis methods have been developed to identify the problem source from all monitors of the process. However in a large scale industrial process, taking all the monitors into account not only increases computation burdens but also leads to spurious diagnosis. This paper proposes a new approach to obtain a more reliable diagnosis under Bayesian frame. It explicitly takes the process knowledge expressed as response matrix into consideration to estimate the likelihood in Bayesian inference. The simulation demonstrates that the proposed approach is able to improve the diagnosis even when some abnormal mode data is sparse or not available in the historical dataset.
Introduction
In process industries, fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) is a topic with practical significance. Its purpose is to identify and isolate in the process the components that have failed [1] . FDD methods can be generally divided into model-based and data-driven methods [2] [3] [4] . While for complex systems it is generally difficult to establish first principle process models, and it is reported that knowledge-based models, like causal models, etc. may lead to spurious results [3] , data-driven approaches utilize process history data instead of process models. A Bayesian frame for control loop diagnosis has been proposed since 2008 [5] . It takes all monitors into consideration and synthesizes them to isolate the fault source through Bayesian inference. However in large scale process there may be dozens of or even more than a hundred monitors. To take into account all the monitors not only increases computation burdens but also lead to spurious diagnosis. This paper proposes a new approach to obtain a more reliable diagnosis by combining the process background knowledge under Bayesian frame. The proposed approach is demonstrated by the simulation to be able to improve the fault diagnosis even when historical data for some modes are not available.
Bayesian Inference Using Response Information
Problem Formulation. Suppose besides the normal mode, some abnormal modes, each denoted as m j , j ∈{1,…,J} where J is the number of all possible modes under consideration, may arise due to some faults or disturbances in the process operating. Some sensors or algorithms are designed to monitor the process performance. An observation of the monitor readings is denoted as E, a vector variable including all R monitor readings. One such observation together with its underlying mode composes one sample. The task is given the current observation E = e i , historical dataset, D, and all other information at hand, i R , like the response information, to determine the underlying process fault mode. In Bayesian frame the task is to compute the posterior probability of all possible modes ( )
Response Information. Process knowledge, i R , concerns the relationship between monitor readings and process modes. It is about that some monitor readings are not affected by certain modes, but remain the same distribution as under NF mode. This kind of information is called Response Information as it characterize whether some readings may respond to certain modes. This information can be obtained from the process knowledge such as the physical flowchart or the construction of 5th International Conference on Advanced Design and Manufacturing Engineering (ICADME 2015) monitoring functions that are used as observations, etc. For instance, if under an abnormal mode there is a monitor remaining the same distribution as under the normal process mode, this monitor can be regarded as independent of that abnormal mode. Response information can be expressed as a matrix. Table 1 gives an example. 
The first factor on the right side is a likelihood probability of the current observation given a possible mode, and the second factor is the prior probability of mode m j , given historical dataset D and the background knowledge i R expressed as response information.
The likelihood can be computed by marginalizing over all realizations of the unaffected observation variable 
Therefore by using Eq. (3), (6), we obtain the posterior probability of each possible mode. Then the mode with the maximum probability will be diagnosis as the current mode of the process.
Simulation
Figure 1 A sample process with three temperature measurements.
A sample process as shown in Fig. 1 is used to test the proposed approach. Three residual monitors r 1 , r 2 , r 3 are formed using the temperature measurements. r 1 = T 3 -T 2 , r 2 = T 3 -T 1 , r 3 = T 2 -T 1 . The monitor readings are values after discretizing each of r 1 , r 2 , r 3 into two bins. Define 4 modes. NF denotes fault free mode, i.e. the normal mode; F 1 , F 2 and F 3 denotes fault in sensor T 1 , T 2 and T 3 , respectively. From the monitor functions it is easy to obtain the response matrix as in Table 2 . Two datasets are generated by the simulated process, D 1 and D 2 . Each of them has 100 samples. D 1 contains 25 samples each from NF, F 1 , F 2 , F 3 while D 2 includes 50 samples each from NF and F 1 . Besides using the proposed response information-based method, a diagnosis without the background knowledge is also conducted using dataset D 2 . Figure 2 Average probability assigned to each mode. The three colors represent three conditions: using dataset D 1 and the proposed approach; using D 2 and the approach; using D 2 without the approach. The true underlying mode is marked on the top of each graph. Table 3 shows the success diagnosis rates for each mode using different historical datasets with or without the background response information. And Fig. 2 shows the resulting average probability assigned to each mode. Note that for the four modes only 100 historical samples are used. So if the amount of historical data increases, the diagnosis performance will be even better. For the test using dataset D 2 without the approach, which is represented by the third bars of each bar group, note that although for underlying mode NF and F 1 , the diagnosis result seems better, it turns out to be wrong when the true mode is F 2 or F 3 . So its overall performance is not reliable. Also one can see from the middle bars that using the proposed approach even when there is no available historical data from mode F 2 and F 3 , the approach still yield correct result when the underlying mode is F 2 or F 3 .
